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The Third Annual
Staff v Student
Football Match

Friday, August 11, 1989
Kick-off 1500 hrs

7 a-side 20 mins each way

At Limhamn's Fältet, behind the beach, approximately half-way between the University and Limhamn. A 10-minute walk from WMU.

Artwork C. Papatheofilou Greece
The Match Will Be Kicked Off By
P.S.VANCHISWAR
India
(Acting Rector)

Referee M. JOHANSSON
(Sweden)

Team Manager: H. OLDENBURG
Video/Photographs: E. JOHANSSON

Team Manager: A. SAMBOH
Physio: L. BERIWERISO
Cheer Leader: N. McFARQUHAR

STAFF

P. ALDERTON UK
I. BATTISTA Sweden
C. COLE England
A. COUPER Scotland
S. CROSS Canada
H. HARALAMBIDES Greece
J. HORCK Sweden
P. LAURIDSEN Denmark
J. MLYNARCYK Poland
S. MARTENSSON USA
R. OLSSON Sweden
R. POISSON USA
P. ROHME Sweden
B. RUSSELL USA
I. SUNDSTRÖM Iran
M. SVENSSON Sweden

STUDENTS

C. ACEVEDO RAMOS Colombia
K. ADAIR Jamaica
A. ADJE Cote d'Ivoire
J. ANSELMO Portugal
J. CEDIEL RANGEL Colombia
P. CISSOKO Senegal
N. EBONG Nigeria
E. EGBUNA Nigeria
M. FAALOGO W. Samoa
R. KARIKARI ANANG Ghana
H. LANGE Sweden
A. MATLOMBE Mozambique
N. McFARQUHAR Jamaica
Z. MEDJDOUB Algeria
S. MITCHELL Trinidad & Tobago
J. PACE Malta
L. RODRIGUEZ SANCHEZ Panama
A. SAMBOH Indonesia
L. SUN China
B. VIBHATABAEDTH Thailand

Team Manager: A. SAMBOH
Physio: L. BERIWERISO
Cheer Leader: N. McFARQUHAR